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HIGHWAY  www.blackpalfrey.co.uk 

 

March 2021 

 
The Blackpalfrey Motor Club of Kent Ltd (BpMCK) is a member of Motorsport UK, the HRCR and of two Regional 

Associations, the ASEMC and the ACSMC. Blackpalfrey is also a partner club in the Weald Motor Club consortium. 

These organisations allow Blackpalfrey members to compete in a wide range of events, for both classic and modern cars, 

organised by many other motor clubs all over southern England. 

The home of Historic Road Events in the South East 

 
 

xtreme E – if you haven’t heard about it yet, you will soon! Extreme E’s five-race 

global voyage, spanning four continents, will highlight the impact of climate 

change and human activity on some of the world’s most remote locations, while 

promoting sustainability and the adoption of electric vehicles to help protect the 

planet. The new 'climate aware' racing series will see all-electric SUV cars 

compete in five remote locations across the world affected by climate change. 

 

Provisional Calendar (there seems to be some variation on dates, depending on information source):  

23-24th January - Dakar Shakedown / 5-6th March – Saudi Arabia / 14-15th May – Nepal / 28-29th August 

– Greenland / 30-31st October – Brazil / 11-12th December - Argentina. 

Drivers/Team Owners include: Billy Monger / Nico Rosberg / Jenson Button / Carlos Sainz Snr / Lewis 

Hamilton / Sebs Loeb & Ogier / Jamie Chadwick / etc…. At least, it’s something different to F1. 

Extreme E is to be screened live across the BBC (& Sky) – might be worth watching. 

 

Motorsport UK is pleased to announce that organised Permitted motorsport 

can resume in England with effect from 29 March, subject to local restrictions 

and in accordance with its own Restart Guidance – released 23/02/2021.  

 

This confirmation follows the announcement on 22 February by Prime Minister Boris Johnson that the 

third lockdown imposed on 4 January will be lifted, and formally organised outdoor sports – for adults 

and under 18s – can also restart but should be compliant with guidance issued by national governing 

bodies. 

Motorsport UK CEO, Hugh Chambers, commented: “We are extremely grateful to government for 

providing the opportunity for motorsport to resume in England from 29th March. This will be very 

welcome news for our community, which extends from professional drivers and teams, through to the 

grass roots of the sport with tens of thousands of enthusiasts…..I would like to thank the Motorsport UK 

community for their support during lockdown, and for their spirit and fortitude in keeping the sport 

together for when this announcement came. We now look forward to getting motorsport up and running 

at the end of March.” 

    - Editor 
 

 

E 
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Copy for April 2021 HIGHWAY by 26th March, please - have YOU got any stories, pics etc for YOUR mag?  
Editor & Chairman: Brian Millen, 10 Hawkridge Grove, Kings Hill ME19 4JB – brian@blackpalfrey.co.uk  

Secretary: David Brenchley scuderiablkhole@aol.com    Webmaster: Tom Ash tom.ash@btinternet.com 
   Treasurer: Andy Craker andycra@sky.com       Membership: Tom Ash tom.ash@btinternet.com  

      

Your Committee is:  
Secretary & Competition Secretary: David Brenchley scuderiablkhole@aol.com 
Treasurer: Andy Craker andycra@sky.com 

WebMaster: Tom Ash tom.ash@btinternet.com 
Membership: Tom Ash tom.ash@btinternet.com 

HIGHWAY Editor: Brian Millen brian@blackpalfrey.co.uk 
Chief Marshal: Phil Smith philipmwsmith@hotmail.com 
Press & Publicity: Greg Thompson greg.thompson9@gmail.com 
Club Shop: Trevor Hawkins trevor.hawkins@blueyonder.co.uk 
Club Equipment: Vacant          trevor.hawkins@blueyonder.co.uk 

Social Secretary: Peter Boyce pandjboyce@btinternet.com 
Club Safeguarding Officer: Lesley Busbridge marinamad1@sky.com 
12 Car RegRun Secretary                 Dick Athow              richardathow@btinternet.com 

Facebook & Car Shows                 Lee Busbridge                  marinamad1@sky.com 

                                          Committee members:    Dave Hughes / Harry Pace / Simon Ingarfield 

                                                                                  President: Brian Millen 

 

Please keep an eye on our Facebook page < www.facebook.com/groups/154079804681313/ > where we 

will be keeping you up to date with developments. Let’s hope things start to get back to some form of 

‘normality’ soon.  
 

 

Club Night is still CANCELLED, but 

     Boris willing, hope to do something about this soon ! 

Newnham Court Inn near M20 J7 

   (OS178/781570), just off the Bearsted Road, opposite Crem., 

from 8pm onwards. 
 

 
 
We are always looking to 'recruit' new members to our Committee so, if you have a little time to spare and wish to know  
more about what's involved, contact brian@blackpalfrey.co.uk and/or come along to our next Club Night. 
 
 
 

12 Car RegRuns back soon!! 

mailto:scuderiablkhole@aol.com
mailto:tom.ash@btinternet.com
mailto:andycra@sky.com
mailto:tom.ash@btinternet.com
mailto:richardathow@btinternet.com
mailto:marinamad1@sky.com
http://www.facebook.com/groups/154079804681313/
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Having done the Monte Challenge in1998 in the TR3 and, in the next year, having changed the TR3 for 

a TR4 and completed the Monte successfully on a snowy event, now to enjoy another continental 

extravaganza. Aircraft hadn’t fallen out of the sky and bank automats still seemed to work as we entered 

the new century so, instead of, or even as well as, a winter adventure, why not go for something in warmer 

climes. HERO under John Brown’s leadership were putting on a new Reliability Trial “a la LeJog”, but 

from London to Lisbon. Never having been to Portugal, Dave Russell and I decided this was the one and 

set about entering. Much to our pleasure, two more crews from my old club, Knutsford and District, had 

also entered. Mike and Lorna Harrison, currently organising the Tour of Cheshire, had their TR4 on the 

list as had John and Elaine Hunt, current coordinators of the HRCR Mini Sport Cup Championship, in 

their little Renault Dauphine. 

 

As Dave prepared the car, I set about getting the appropriate maps and ferry crossings. We all joined up 

at Portsmouth for the long trip via P&O to Bilbao, enjoying the food and drink opportunities and, ‘en 

route’, getting through the signing-on formalities 

and issue of some route instructions, so that we 

more or less hit the ground running. Off the ship, 

out of the docks, a brief glimpse of the weird 

Guggenheim Museum and we were off on the first 

section to the west and into the Cantabrian 

Mountains. As we drove to the west the scenery got 

progressively more spectacular till eventually, we 

entered the Picos de Europa. Fantastic driving 

down massive limestone gorges, in Spanish 

desfiladeros, and up to Fuente De at 1070 metres, 

before descending back to sea level for the night in 

Ribadasella. We had all had decent runs but John’s 

Dauphine, on 6 volts and with dynamo trouble, was struggling a bit. Next day, back up into the Picos 

and west into Asturias and some remote areas and small hamlets to Pontferrada. From here it was west 

again into Galicia, more remote countryside and challenging roads till we arrived in Santiago de 

Compostela, a famous pilgrimage centre. Unfortunately, it was pouring with rain; this north west corner 

of Iberia does get its share of wet weather. 

 

Refreshed and all doing OK, we head south now and into Portugal. From now on, each evening, John 

and Elaine could be seen removing the battery from the Renault and taking it surreptitiously into their 

hotel room to charge overnight. Next morning, they then provided some entertainment putting the starting 

handle through the hole in the back bumper to start the car. The navigation was a combination of marked 

map, London map, tulips, jogularity and plotting, with some regularity sections. Mike and Lorna and 

ourselves were still on gold medal status as we headed south, crossing deep valleys to Vila Real and the 

Douro. Hereabouts, we hit some really rough or corrugated roads which threatened to shake our cars to 

bits. At the overnight halt just south of Porto, Dave and I and Mike and Lorna could be seen tightening 
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nuts and bolts and generally checking everything, 

including a change of brake pads. South again into a 

greener countryside and on roads that seemed to all be 

under refurbishment, causing some re-routes. Then into 

Estremadura and the last sections to Lisbon, with Mike 

& Lorna and us still on for a gold medal and in the top 

ten. After a rather busy section to Cabo Rasa and Sintra, 

we arrived at the Estoril circuit for a lap consistency 

test. Some nerves here, as it is all too easy to get these 

wrong or have lap times disturbed by others on the 

track. We needed to get it right and our gold medals 

were in the bag, which did happen. Into Lisbon now at a busy time 

with some apprehension that we could go OTL at the finish, sitting 

in a traffic jam in warm temperatures. However, we need not have 

worried and we drove on to the finish ramp among a lot of noise in 

the big square in the city centre. The two 

Triumph TR4s had top ten finishes (can’t 

remember just where we came!) and we 

received our gold medals. 

After an evening of appropriate 

celebration, we had to find our way 

home. We aimed for Salamanca and set off, with one of the 

Triumphs leading, the Dauphine next and the second TR4 as tail end 

Charlie, especially once it got dark so that John could drive on 

sidelights to save battery. We fortunately found vacancies at the 

Parador in Salamanca where I enjoyed my 65th birthday in great 

company and beautiful surroundings.  Next day, in similar 

formation, we headed for Haro, about an hour south of Bilbao, for the night, before an early start for the 

port in the morning and the Portsmouth ferry. It had been a really enjoyable adventure in country we had 

never visited before, made even more special by our success. As always, John Brown had put on a 

challenging event with good and interesting halts and a variety of navigation. As for the car, the Triumph 

TR4 showed itself once more to be a really tough rally car and gives the navigator a feeling of confidence. 

We were to use it several times more on the Rallye des Alpes, each time finishing reasonably well. All 

twenty years ago, when these events were good value for money….not sure we would be doing them 

now. 

Peter Boyce                                                                                                                   January 2021 

 

 

Sad to hear that Hannu 

Mikkola, 1983 World 

Champion and one of 

Finland’s greatest rally 

names has died, aged 

78 - R.I.P. Hannu. 

Thanks for all the good times. 

 

Congratulations to double leg 

amputee racing driver Billy Monger 

who said he has "never been that 

drained in all my life" after 

completing a 140-mile triathlon-

inspired charity challenge 

across England. 21-year-old Billy 

took part in the challenge over the 

past five days in a bid to raise 

money for Red Nose Day. 

& 
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Tyrwitt Drake Trial 1967.  

 

                   Lydden Rallycross Nov 1967. 

Silverstone Autocross final 1968 – the Volvo 

engine broke in Saturday’s Practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paddy Thorne’s Mk1 Lotus Cortina, 

previously owned by Rod, which he used 

to win the National Final in 1968. Rod 

was fastest but Pip Carrot’s team 

reckoned he’d hit a cone! Observers 

found that he had drifted a mud clod 

up, which knocked the cone over.  

How did I remember that from 52 

years ago? – A.B. 
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A group of us South East Autocrossers went up to Silverstone for the National final in 1968 as Rod, Roy 

Edwards and John Taylor were three of the South Team who got through to the final. John had his 

Volvo Amazon before his Escorts, Rod had used both his Mk11 Cortina and his ‘new’ Escort in 

preliminary rounds and fitted a Volvo Engine for the final. Engine failure in practice, meant he borrowed 

and qualified Paddy Thorne’s Mk1 Lotus Cortina “Mr Mo” (I believe this was originally Rods?). Rod 

went on to use two or three Escorts with great success in Rallycross before the 4x4 Capri and then 

‘progressed’ onto Truck Racing. At the 40th Anniversary Rallycross at Lydden in 2007, I presented 

laminates to both Rod and Roy, featuring their early cars. 

Ford ‘loaned’ Rod Escort Twin Cam AVX 578G for Rallycross in 1969, ex-Hannu Mikkola ETW 881G 

for 1970-71 and ex-Ove Andersson ETW 884G up to 1973, as well as ex-Benge Soderstrom AVX 578G. 

 

Alan Blissett  

 

 

 

For the uninformed, The Avon Motor Tour of Great Britain is, quote, “... not a race, not a rally, but a 

Tour”, unquote…. 

In fact, we, Chris Daisy and myself, that is, did just that - toured the whole of the country, or so it seemed 

– with, of course, a few stages and races thrown in to make it a bit competitive and, to be competitive, 

one must be in the know as to what Group 1 is. I have since learned that Group 1 is a farce. A farce that 

is not to the extent that a Group 1 car is not what comes out of a showroom, as we all know that certain 

things are homologated by the R.A.C., but cars were changed to such an extent that Group 2 was far 

more to the point. Anyway, no more comments on this side of the event, as the whole thing makes my 

blood boil, except for one thing that Triple C's sneak of the month should be Andy Dawson…. 

 

We arrived at the Post House, Birmingham early Thursday afternoon, in plenty of time to check the car 

over, adjust tyre pressures and run through our agenda of things to find out. 

Next on the list was scrutineering, well my comments on this are similar to the above, with one exception 

- they are on a lighter note.  If you think Tommy Cooper is funny, go and see an R.A.C Scrutineer in 

action at an International - "Open the bonnet, please - Ah! I see it has got and engine, hmmm…close the 

bonnet, let's see now, green isn't: it? O.K., you're done." After that - they painted certain parts and into 

parc fermé which was good, as Securicor was on duty all night. 

 

We found our hotel about ten minutes down the M5 - very comfortable, telly too.  After a few hours 

plotting, I woke up Chris (he keeps dropping off, you know) and we went to eat and then to bed. 

First car away, which happened to be Tony Lanfranchi in a Chrysler Hemi Cuda, was at 8.00 a.m., 

followed by names such as Brian Pepper, Gordon Spice, Gerry Marshall, Will Sparrow, Barrie Williams, 

Wendy Markey, Brian Culcheth, Russel Brookes, H.R.E. etc., etc., (all in Motor).  I will not mention 
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them all except, of course, Tony Dron and Madeleine, who just happened to be a Penthouse 

Pet, as they were part sponsors for Tony. 

We were away at 08:58 and relaxed to a run down the M1 to Silverstone for the first race, 
where quite a few unprepared cars came a cropper, including Gerry Marshall, who got a 

puncture on the eighth lap but he continued with a rear flat which, apart from not doing the 

axle a lot of good, shook the speedo to bits and, apparently, the Halda was a heap of wheels 

and things on the floor.  One other mishap was John Handley in a Dolly Sprint, who went into Woodcote 

in a cloud of smoke and an expensive tinkling sound - needless to say he went no further. Chris had a 

bad start, being put at the rear end of the grid, and was badly baulked but came out in the top eight - 

winner in our class was Bernard Unett. 

We then went through two or three 

'Mickey Mouse’ stages, around airfields 

and stately homes before getting to 

Cadwell Park, the last of these was for us 

to be quite damaging.  At Cadwell Park, 

Chris got away to a good start, keeping 

close to the front four, but four laps from 

the finish he arrived at the downhill hair-

pin right with no brakes.  On the previous 

stage, we had encountered a deep hole 

which caught the rear tank guard, pushing 

it up and fracturing a brake pipe.  So, there 

was Chris in the upper 60’s with no brakes 

and Tony Dron on the inside. Like a 

normal rally driver, he threw it sideways 

with foot down and just clipped the 

Armco, causing repairable damage to the rear nearside wing. 

I am afraid there are not a lot of comments to make about the stages, so far as they were only one- or 

two-minute thrashes around estates and things.  After a couple of these, we were soon upon Snetterton 

for the night racing. This is something to be experienced!  The sight of three abreast through the bends 

in the dark is unbelievable.  After 20 laps with taped up rear screens and a fairly good result, we settled 

down to chicken and chips, clocked out, and continued on another long link section to breakfast at the 

Post House, Birmingham, taking in two more stages on the way. 

After a rushed slice of toast and coffee, we were on our way north-west for four stages before reaching 

Oulton Park at about 14:30 on Saturday. In my opinion, this circuit is one of the best. With a good result 

under our belts, we left there around 17:00 for Birmingham and the over-night halt. 

On arrival we did a little servicing and checked our results at H.Q., finding that we were 20th overall and 

about 4th in Class relaxed us, as we made our plans for the following day. 

The blazing sun oozed through the smog of Birmingham for us on the ramp at 08:08 Sunday for the last 

leg and the part I had been dreading, "EPYNT’ - after all, these were to be the only real stages of the 

event. We found Epynt at about 10:30, and what a featureless piece of terrain that was.  The first leg was 

over in about four minutes, which wasn't so bad - we only had to make one ‘slow-up’ for a dead sheep 

in the road, which had been hit by Colin Vandervell in an R.S.200, which did a fair amount of damage 

and put him out after Epynt 2. I suppose the best way to explain Epynt is by likening it to a tarmac ‘steel 

Stella’ or ‘Wild Mouse’ (for those who have been to Butlins). After a two-minute wait, we were at the 
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start line for the second piece of stomach upset - this time, about twelve minutes of it.  At one point we 

were in the air for about 20 ft., lucky it was a straight-on brow, as many were not.  The only car I noticed 

off was Wendy Markey in an RX.3, I could just see the boot down between the trees at the end of two 

long black lines.  We had what I called, “a moment” at one point, where Noel Edmonds went off last 

year, but I don't suppose Chris noticed it as I consider he is consistent and in complete control (praise 

indeed, from a ‘Navigator’! – Ed), although he must have realised something had upset me as I had my 

2495 (anyone know what a 2495 is/was? – Ed) on, back to front and was under the dash!  Apart from 

that it was a good stage, what I heard of it! 

After a small disaster with a boiling radiator - Chris sustaining bad burns to his hand and chest - we 

arrived at the Royal Welsh Showground for a blast around the huts and scenery.  The pain from his burns 

really made the 'old boy' fly, and we made third fastest time.  After application of some cream on Chris's 

burns from Maggie Anderson in the Renault 17TS (and me trying to find a car boiling over, to get the 

same treatment!) we continued on our way, for one of 

the longest drags back through Birmingham, and up 

to Mallory Park for the last race. 

In the blazing sun, 20 laps were enough for anyone, 

as the temperatures were in the upper 80's and beer 

and coke was flowing, or should I say flying, in all 

directions in the paddock, especially around Gerry 

Marshall, who put up a fine display of side-ways 

driving, although he could not touch Tony Pond, who 

was having a very good Tour.  Chris, being the only 

'legal' car in our class, did extremely well. A few more 

cokes and we were on our way back to the finish up the M6, with no more worries and no road penalties. 

We did get a bit worried 4 miles from Birmingham, when the ignition lights flickered and stayed on but 

we made it to the ramp in time. 

Prise giving was in a large tent where Brian Culcheth received a large cream cake over himself, as it was 

his Birthday, and Marshall was nowhere to be seen. 

 

Top ten results were: Tony Pond, Brian Culcheth, Bernard Unett, Gordon Spice, Andy Dawson, Russell 

Brooks, Graham Hollis, Chris Field, Peter Hanson and Walter Jensen.  We finished 42 seconds behind 

Jenny Birrell, in 13th place and fifth in our class, which, for us and Rootes Maidstone was the best result 

on an International so far - our previous best being the Tulip Rally last year, with 15th O/A.  

After Prize Giving many things happened, too many to mention, in fact that would fill the whole 

magazine.  One thing I will mention though, was Gerry Marshall who was well on his way to getting 

sober again, accompanied by Derek McMahon - who was a bit larger – then deposited Tony Pond in the 

outside swimming pool, fully clothed and, as his co-driver Dave Richards found this hilarious, he was 

soon sent flying through the air to join him. At this point we made our exit, to sleep off three days' 

excitement and three bottles of wine, to return to the glamour of Medway's Monday morning. 

 

ROGER BATEMAN                                                  Reprinted from HIGHWAY - August 1975 

The Club add their congratulations to Chris and Roger on a fine result. Many congratulations are also due to Chris 

and Roger, and Rootes Maidstone Ltd., on being awarded the Chrysler Dealer Team Rally Cup for 1974. This 

national award is presented annually, by Chrysler U.K., to the Main Dealer sponsoring the most successful 

Chrysler car during the season.  We hear that Chris and Roger's recent results have also put them well in the 

running for the 1975 award - we wish them luck. 
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Report on the ASEMC QUARTERLY COUNCIL MEETING – 1st February 2021 

Brian and I attended the Zoom meeting as club representatives. I was impressed that there were twenty-six people 

‘there’ – more than would have normally attended a ‘real’ meeting at the Bull Inn, East Farleigh!  

The various Championship Representatives gave their reports but, in reality, there is nothing that can be done 

until lockdown starts to ease, and a meaningful programme of events can be put into being. Lots of proposed 

events have either been moved to later in the year, or even postponed for 12 months. 

1. Sue Sanders, Learning & Development Director from MSUK, gave an update on how the on-line training was 

progressing. Some of the webinars are still on the MSUK web site, so you can dip in and out whenever you want. 

To date, there have been over 2,500 attendees at these training do’s. The training is now broken down into 

modules, so you only have to pass a topic once and it will apply across all the disciplines. 

Marshals have had their licences automatically renewed for this year. Competitors will receive a 25% discount 

off the licence fees, if they renew by 31st March. 

Following a pilot scheme in the South-West, they are keen to promote County Motorsport weekends, and are 

developing a few ideas. 

2. Another innovative idea MSUK have been working on is “StreetCar” – a concept to encourage newcomers 

into motorsport. The original idea was for autosolo/autotest type events, but they have now decided to include 12 

car rallies, car trials, etc to broaden the appeal. It was to be a Regional thing to start with, then the leaders would 

go to a national final at the end of this summer. They had intended to launch this in the Spring, but the current 

lockdown has meant they will hold this back until 2022. 

3. Hugh Chambers and Dave Richards are keen for MSUK to re-engage with the grass roots membership, and I 

do think the new team of staff they have on board are trying to make this work. It just needs us to believe in what 

they are doing. I must say, that whenever I have spoken to anyone at MSUK they have been incredibly helpful 

and enthusiastic in their work. 

4. Roger Keene has taken over as Kent’s Rally Route Liaison Officer for MSUK, and he is very proactive in his 

role. Already he has thrown away the old “black spots” list and drawn up a fresh one. Now there are very few 

areas to avoid. His job also involves route authorisation for motorcycle events, and not just cars, so he must keep 

ahead of the game to ensure there are no route clashes. One point he has asked us to do is ensure that we make 

our application for route approval for our Sunday morning Reg Runs at least 2 months prior to the event. He has 

already got applications in from other clubs for their events, and often they are for long distance motorcycle trials 

events which are usually over 100 miles in length. 

5. It seems there has been little co-ordination amongst the various autotest championships and the classes have 

changed their criteria, become confusing in some areas. I thought this had been dealt with many years ago, but 

apparently things have drifted again. So, they are going to see if they can get together and create a common set 

of classes. Both ACSMC and EAEMC representatives were present at the meeting so, hopefully, this will be 

sorted to everybody’s satisfaction.  

6. MSUK had a report in their latest bulletin covering Carnets for competitors who travel abroad for their sport. 

However, things are at an early stage and it may be that this will not be required if the car is road registered. 

MSUK have asked that we sit tight for now whilst they get a full clarification on this. It seems that some EU 

countries may treat things differently to others. Obviously, this is one of the joys of Brexit that will eventually 

sort itself out, and perhaps in a back-handed sort of way the current travel restrictions gives MSUK time to resolve 

this conundrum. 

Dick Athow 
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Motorsport UK hails Government plan to quash the EU 

‘Vnuk’ motor insurance law a “significant victory” 
 

Motorsport UK is delighted to announce to its community the news that its considerable efforts alongside 

the UK government to defeat the threat of the Vnuk insurance issue have been successful. 

 

In a press release issued earlier today, the Department for Transport confirmed that it is taking the 

necessary steps to exempt the UK – and consequently UK motorsport – from the implications of the EU 

Motor Insurance Directive. 

 

The news will be met with enormous support and relief by everyone in the UK motorsport community, 

as the sport will no longer be vulnerable to the requirement for insurance even on private land for a wide 

range of ‘vehicles’. The EU rules would have meant any motorsport collision in the UK involving 

vehicles from karting to F1 would have been treated as regular road traffic accidents requiring insurance. 

The financial implications would have posed an existential threat to motorsport, risking tens of thousands 

of jobs in the process. 

 

David Richards, Chairman of Motorsport UK, welcomed today’s announcement by Transport Secretary 

Grant Shapps and extended his appreciation to all who supported Motorsport UK in their efforts to secure 

this crucial decision and protect the future of the sport. 

“Today’s announcement is a hugely significant victory for the UK and our sport, after a considerable 

effort by Motorsport UK and the Department of Transport over several years to defeat the threat of the 

Vnuk insurance issue,” he commented. “This decision provides stability as we seek to progress our 

sustainability agenda and protects the UK’s preeminent position at the forefront of motorsport technology 

worldwide. I would like to thank all those who played a part in securing this important outcome, including 

the MIA and the insurance industry.” 

 

Vnuk continues to apply in the EU where the FIA is making robust representations for a motorsport 

exemption to apply. Although not directly involved in that consultation now, Motorsport UK continues 

to liaise with the FIA regarding the detail because it will apply to UK participants in the EU – unless it 

is repealed.  
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Dates for your new 2021Diary   

             3rd     January                                 Sun                  Winter Series  stopped by ‘lockdown’ 
             7th      February                                          Sun                  Winter Series  9  
             21st     March                                                Sun                  Winter Series  10 
             9th  April      Friday Weald/Bp 12Car 
 18th     April                                                   Sun                  Winter Series  11 
             9th        May                                                     Sun                   Winter Series  12 

 4th  September                                       Saturday        HUGHES Rally  
 12th  September     Sun  Winter Series 1 
 3rd October     Sun  TOUR of KENT 
 17th  October     Sun  Winter Series 2 
 7th  November     Sun  Winter Series 3 
 12th December     Sun  Winter Series 4 

Updated by Dick Athow – 23/11/2020 
 

Provisional 2021 HRCR Clubmans Championship Rally Calendar is: 

27/28th March  Sat/Sun  North Yorkshire Classic – Postponed to ¾th Oct 

9th May  Sun   White Rose Classic 

29th May  Sat   Hughes Historic to 4th September 

19th June  Sat   East Anglian Classic 

1st August  Sun   Cotswold Historic 

8th August  Sun   St Wilfrids Classic 

12th September Sun   Ilkley Jubilee Historic 

25th September Sat   Tour of Cheshire 

9th October  Sat   Dansport Historic 

23rd October  Sat   Devils Own 

 

 
 

   

 

If any non-members see HIGHWAY and would like to know more about the BpMCK and what we do these days, 

or would like to join or rejoin, the annual membership fee is only £15 (£5 for under 25s and students) or £20 

family membership.      If you want to know more, any Committee Member would be pleased to help…. 

....have a look at www.blackpalfrey.co.uk for more information about the Club and, for our on-line 

membership system http://www.blackpalfrey.co.uk/index.php/join - specially designed for YOU. 

Note: some of the views expressed in HIGHWAY may not be those of The Club. 


